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Great at Control

MiScout 5
Complete multi brand SCADA and asset management solution 
for monitoring, control and service.



   MiScout 5

The continuous growth of the wind industry and technology 
developments have led to new requirements for SCADA and Asset 
Management Systems. The systems are required to deliver extensive 
value by providing the right tools to increase availability and optimize 
performance, in a user-friendly interface. Our 6th SCADA generation, 
MiScout 5, is developed to answer those requests. Built on experience 
and our successful predecessors, this new generation provides you 
with the analytical, predictive maintenance and forecasting tools 
to effectively optimize the performance of the wind farm. The user 
interaction is redesigned together with our closest partners to ensure 
a simple and intuitive web interface, providing all the right tools and 
functionalities needed.

The solution is available in two versions; Cloud and Enterprise 
each designed to meet the demands from different setups, 
utilities, service providers, OEMs and owners.

MiScout 5 Cloud - The Cloud version is a hosted solution suitable for 
users with small wind parks or companies that want to offer their 
customers insights without the investment in large system setups 
or expensive OEM SCADA systems. In a common web browser or via 
a device, the system offers an easy overview of key weather, turbine 
and financial data in combination with low running costs.

MiScout 5 Enterprise - The Enterprise version is a fully flexible, 
scalable stand-alone or hosted solution developed for medium 
and large-scale professionals that require the maximum level of 
data handling. It provides an extensive list of add-on services like 
data-synchronization, advanced in-depth data analysis, wind park 
optimization features, training and service agreements.
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Complete SCADA Solution
MiScout 5 SCADA is designed to increase productivity and revenue 
by optimizing costs and improving turbine availability.

Key Benefits:
 
›  Multi Brand Support - one system to support many 
  different turbine types. 

›  Level 1 & 2 - perform everything from service to asset 
  management in one system.

›  System Plug-in Architecture - create different 
  setups for users depending on their needs.

›    Multi-user Access - distribute access to different 
  users and groups according to the needs.

›  User Profiles - user configurations are saved and 
  available anywhere regardless of location.  

›  Data Analysis & Comparison - show, compare and 
  analyze data from different turbine manufacturers.

›  Reporting - generate and dispatch reports through 
  various channels.  

›  Alarm Handling - receive and react on alarms in case 
  of operation deviation.
›  Task Automation - schedule system activities optimally.

›  Forecasting - forecast your production earnings.

›  Data Sync - ensure data integrity across the complete 
  setup.    

›  Customizable - customize information, looks & feel. 

›  Third-party Integration - provide turbine data to and 
  from other applications using open protocols.
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   MiScout SCADA Overview
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   MiScout 5 Architecture

MiScout 5 is a modern Microsoft Windows or Linux based SCADA 
system, consisting of one or more servers and a set of clients to 
display data and interact with individual units as well as full parks.

The core of the system is the MiScout 5 server(s) that 
communicates with the units though standard or proprietary 
protocols. It reads and writes data, performs data calculations 
and provides data to the different clients. The data are stored in 
a Microsoft SQL Server database, which apart from the unit data, 
stores information about the system configuration, users and 
other data necessary for operation. Online and high-speed data 
are stored in a highly effective Cassandra database that enables 
very fast logging and data retrieval. 

After the data is calculated and stored, it is used for generating 
reports, turbine performance analysis, as well as for turbine 
troubleshooting and alarming. 

   Data Collector

The Data Collector is a server typically placed inside the park 
network. It requests data from the turbines and accumulates 
them as historical data, such as 10 min. logs, status logs, 
high-speed log, etc. so that they can be synchronized with the 
main server or made available to other systems over standard 
protocols like OPC. 

 

  

This setup is especially suitable for parks with low bandwidth or 
for integration into other systems. 

   Flexible & Open System

Today’s market demands flexible and open systems that are easy 
to modify and integrate into other systems as well as maintain 
key knowledge and intellectual properties in-house. 

The Miscout 5 concept accommodates this by offering:

›  Open protocols
›  Open database interfaces
›  Interface descriptions
›  Co-development
›  Access to drawings
›  Knowledge transfer



Software
Server Side Software, Client Side 
Software, Native & Std. Protocols, 
Historical Data, Alarm Handling, 
Live Data, Reporting, Remote 
Control

Hardware
IP Communications, Mobile 
Communication Devices, Servers, 
Backup Solutions, Park Network, 
UPS Systems

Services
Installation, Customization, 
Deployment, Development, SaaS, 
Server Hosting, Surveillance

Areas
Developers, Large Scale Owners,
OEM’s, Utilities, Administrators, 
ISP’s, Small Turbine Owners

Full Support for Siemens Turbines

As per request from many of our customers the MiScout 5 now 
fully supports access to Siemens turbines equipped with the 
WTC-3 controller and the STiC box:         

›  Centralized fast and unfiltered access for up to 12,000
  live-, historical- and fast log data.
›  Access to all alarms and events on the turbine.
›  Unlimited number of remote or local “hand terminals”. 

›  Remote start/stop of turbines.
›  Remote reset of alarms.
›  Remote change and view parameters.
›  Easy identification of parameters that varies from 
  default and last update. 

   Customized Data Presentation

As standard, MiScout 5 includes the necessary dashboards and 
tools to provide an easy overview for most users. It also comes 
with the option to design and customize data and views to fit 
your specific needs. This makes it a powerful and flexible tool.

Private Label
MiScout 5 can be delivered as private label option, in order for 
users to customize the interface and incorporate own company 
logo.

Built in Condition Monitoring
MiScout 5 can be setup and act as an integrated part of the 
wind turbine’s Condition Monitoring System. The system can 
assist the users in optimizing performance and maintenance 
by monitoring key data like drivetrain condition, production and 
availability, while instantly reacting to warnings and alarms that 
might affect the production and the operational costs.

   Complete SCADA and Communication Solutions



Choose your 
Solution
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   MiScout 5 - Enterprise

Especially developed to answer the increasing demands from 
professional wind turbine owners, operators, service companies 
and OEMs that require the highest level of data handling and 
add-on services. 

Users will benefit from a complete SCADA surveillance package 
that provides advanced in-depth data analysis, and wind park 
optimization features.

Characteristic:

›  Fully scalable Big Data solution
›  Multi brand connectivity
›  Multiple packages
›  Unlimited MW
›  Unlimited users
›  SLA options
›  Training options  
›  Hosting options
›  Financing options  
›  Private label

Key Features:

›  Multi Brand Support - full access to many different 
  turbine types. 
›  Level 1 & 2 SCADA - perform everything like engineering, 
  service and asset management in one system.
›  Efficient Modern Interfaces - the user-friendly interfaces 
  are designed to help solve everyday tasks in the most  
  efficient way.   
›  Full Data Access on All Levels - access and work with data 
  like production, weather data, parameters and high-
  resolution logs.
›  Fully Remote Control - start/stop/reset and control, e.g. 
  parameters of the WTG locally and remote.   
›  Task Automation - run tasks like analysis, reporting and 
  data collection in a fully automated environment.   
›  Prediction and Forecasting - predict errors and forecast 
  production using statistical methods and weather data.    

   MiScout 5 - Cloud

Developed to offer an easy overview of key turbine and financial 
data in combination with low running costs.

The MiScout 5 Cloud automatically connects to turbines and 
wind parks 24/7 to monitor production, availability, alarms, 
weather conditions etc. It also allows to instantly react on 
alarms and shifts in weather conditions – ensuring increased 
availability, decreased OPEX and ultimately, higher profits.

Characteristic:

›  Fully hosted 
›  Multi brand connectivity 
›  Web, Android, Apple and Windows devices
›  Up to 100 MW park size
›  Up to 5 users
›  3 years data backup

Key Features:

›  Multi Brand Support - access many different turbine types.
›  Online Data - access turbine data 24/7 from everywhere.
›  Map View & Production Data - access live production data 
  for entire portfolio and see status of individual assets.
›  Alarms & Start/Stop/Reset - allows push alarm 
  notification and remote start/stop/reset functionality.
›  Status Codes, Availability & Information Categories - 
  allows more in-depth turbine analysis.
›  Report Generation - generate reports to support your
  business in a web browser.
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We Make Wind Competitive

®

Great at Control

Denmark (HQ)

Mita-Teknik
Håndværkervej 1 - 8840 Rødkærsbro - Denmark
Tel: +45 8665 8600 - Fax: +45 8665 9290
mail@mita-teknik.com - www.mita-teknik.com

Ningbo, China 

Mita-Teknik (Ningbo) Co. Ltd. 
Nordic Industrial Park (NIP) - No. 87 Jinhe Road,
Zhenhai - Ningbo 315221 - China
Tel: +86 (574) 8630 6728 - Fax: +86 (574) 8630 6726
info@mita-teknik.com.cn

Beijing, China

Mita-Teknik
Room 2306 - Tower A, Time International,
Sanyuanqiao, Chaoyang District - Beijing 100028 - China
Tel: +86 (10) 5867 8609 - Fax: +86 (10) 5867 8136

Lviv, Ukraine

Mita-Teknik
Kulparkivska 222A - UA-79071 Lviv - Ukraine
Tel: +380 322 420 432 - Fax: +380 322 420 436
office_ua@mita-teknik.com
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